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$M_{n}(\mathrm{C})\ni$ a $=[\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{j}}],$ $\mathrm{b}=$ [b a $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}=[\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{j}}\mathrm{b}_{\mathrm{i}}]$ .
Shur $[$ cf. $8]_{\text{ }}\mathrm{H}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}3$ Group
invariant $\Lambda_{G}[2]$
$H$ $B(H)$
$\mathrm{A}\mathrm{F}\mathrm{D}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$-factor Schur [cf. 9] [10]
$B(H)$ Schur $-\cup-=\{\xi_{i}\}$ $H$




1 $H$ $H\otimes H$ isometry Schur
$\Xi$ $V$
(1) $x\in B(H)$ $V^{*}(x\otimes 1)V=V^{*}(1\otimes x)V$,
(2) $P_{V}(x)=V^{*}(x\otimes 1)V$ $B(H)$ $*-$ 1
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Schur
1 $V$ (1), (2) $H$ $H\otimes H$ isometry
$V\xi_{i}=\xi_{i}\otimes\xi_{i}$ $\Xi=\{\xi_{i}\}$ $P_{V}$
1
$M_{n}(\mathrm{C})$ Schur $S_{a}$ : $M_{n}(\mathrm{C})-M_{n}(\mathrm{c})$ , $S_{a}(x)=a\mathrm{o}x$
$M_{n}(\mathrm{C})$ $S_{a}$ -module map
$M_{n}(\mathrm{C})$ $M_{n}(\mathrm{C})$ -module
map $S_{a}$
$B(H)$ Schur $S_{a}(x)=V*(a\otimes x)V$
$P_{V}(B(H))\cong\ell^{\infty}$ $\ell^{\infty}$-module map
$B(H)$ $\ell^{\infty}$-module map $S_{a}$
2 $B(H)$ $\ell^{\infty}$-module map $S_{a}$ Schur
Module map $M$ von-
Neumann $K(H)$ $B(H)(resp.K(H))$
$B(H)$ completely bounded M’-module map
$CB_{M}l(B(H), B(H))$ . (resp. $cB_{M’}(K(H),$ $B(H))$ )
$M\otimes_{\sigma h}M$ $\cong$ $CB_{M’}(B(H), B(H))$ Effros&Kishimoto [3]
$\cup$ $\cup$
$M\otimes_{eh}M$ $\cong$ $CB_{M}1(K(H), B(H))$ Blecher&Smith [1]
$\cup$ $\cup$
$M\otimes_{h}M$ $\mathrm{c}\mapsto$ $CB_{M’}(K(H), K(H))$ Smith [11]
$\otimes_{\sigma h}$ , $\otimes_{eh}$ , $\otimes_{h}$ $[3, 4]$ $\text{ }[1,4]_{\text{ }}[3]$
norInal Haagerup norm. extended Haagerup norm. Haagerup norm
tensor $0$ operator space
operaor space
81
tensor $M\otimes M\ni\Sigma a_{i}\otimes b_{i}$
$B(H)$ $K(H)$ $\Phi(\sum a_{i}\otimes b_{i})(x)=\sum a_{i^{Xb}i}$
Schur $S_{a}(x)=V^{*}(a\otimes X)V$ $S_{a}$ completely bounded




$B(H)$ $arrow$ $\ell^{\infty}\otimes_{\mathrm{e}h}\ell^{\infty}$ $arrow$ $CB\ell\infty(B(H), B(H))$
$\mathrm{U}$
$[a_{ij}]$ $\vdasharrow$ $\Sigma a_{ij}e_{i}\otimes e_{j}$ $\mapsto$ $\Phi(\Sigma a_{ij}e_{i^{\otimes)}}e_{j}$
$\ell^{\infty}\otimes_{eh}\ell\infty$ $*$ -operation $(\Sigma a_{i}\otimes b_{i})^{*}=$
$\Sigma b_{i}^{*}\otimes a^{*}i$
$\ell^{\infty}\otimes_{eh}l^{\infty}$ positive cone $\{\Sigma a_{i}\otimes a_{i}*\in$
$\ell^{\infty}\otimes_{eh}\ell^{\infty}|ai\in\ell^{\infty}\}$
$\mathrm{B}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}*$- $0$
$CB_{l^{\infty}}((B(H), B(H))$ completely positive map
$B(H)$ Schur Banach $*$-
homomorophism
2 3
(1) $B(H)$ positive contraction
(2) $\{x\in\ell^{\infty}\otimes_{eh}p\infty|0\leq x\leq\Sigma e_{i}\otimes e_{i}\}\text{ }$
(3) $\{\varphi\in CB_{\ell^{\infty}}(K(H), B(H))|0\leq\varphi\leq P\}$
$P$ $B(H)$ $\ell^{\infty}$ 1
3 $\varphi\in\{\varphi\in CB\ell\infty(K(H), B(H))|0\leq\varphi\leq P\}$
$\varphi=S_{a}$ $a\geq 0$
82
$CB_{l^{\infty}}(K(H), B(H))$ completely positive map –
3 2
$a\in B(H)$
$||a||= \inf\{\lambda\geq 0|-\lambda P\leq S_{a}\leq\lambda P\}$
(1) $\varphi\in CB_{M}\mathrm{t}(B(H), B(H))$ $\varphi=\varphi^{*}$
$|| \varphi||_{cb}=\inf\{||\psi||_{\mathrm{C}b}|-\psi\leq\varphi\leq\psi, \psi=\psi*\in CB_{M’}(B(H), B(H))\}$
$[6]_{\text{ }}$ Schur $a$
$||S_{a}||=||S_{a}||_{cb}= \inf\{||S_{x}||_{cb}| -S_{il}\leq S_{a}\leq S_{i\mathrm{D}}, x=x^{*}\in B(H)\}$
‘
(2) von-Neumann $M$ $\varphi$ $B(H)$
$B(H)$ $M$-module positive map completely positive
(1) Schur
positive map
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